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LC1092 TYPE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

(Card No. 2) 

Each is a high-voltage CMOS (HV-CMOS) integrated circuit that is assembled in 44-pin plastic J-leaded chip carriers . 

The devices contain a 32-bit shift register which can accept serial data at clock rates up to 10 MHz. 

LC1092AP and LC1092BP: A load feature is supplied to allow parallel transfer of the shift register data to a 32-bit latch. Data is transferred on a high-to-low 

transition of the load signal. The contents of the latch are transferred in parallel to the high-voltage output buffers by means of the strobe input . These 

high-voltage buffers will deliver voltage swings of ,s;;}OO V. Serial data output from the shift register may be used to cascade shift registers. This output 

is not af'f'ected by either the load or strobe inputs . 
Can also be operated in a pulsed HVros mode (100-V swing) with a minimum rise time (10 to 90%) of 0.3 µsec and a minimum fall time (10 to 90%) of 0.5 

µsec. 
Function as ac plasma display column drivers . 

LC1092CP and LC1092DP: The outputs of these drivers are normally logic high and can be switched either selectively or together . Any output whose associates 

register bit (in the internal 32-bit serial register) contains a high, will switch low when the strobe input is switched low (if the sustain input is high). When 

the sustain input is switched low, all outputs switch low, independent of the date or strobe inputs. This feature is used to generate a portion of the sustain 

pulse required in the operation of ac plasma displays. Serial data output from the shift register may be used to cascade shift registers. This output, and the 

contents of the shift registers, are set low when the clear input is held low. 
Function as ac plasma display row drivers. 
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